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Molecular Dynamics of Proteins in Bacteria under Stress
Prof. Dipankar Chatterji,
Molecular Biophysics Unit, Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore 560012, INDIA

Abstract

Bacteria adopt several strategies to survive under stress. It is a fundamental requirement where control of
gene expression is at premium. Strategies involve synthesis of small secondary messengers; environment
dependent quorum sensing and spatial or temporal expression of different proteins, among many. Dps
proteins are such starvation response, which help bacteria to survive under depletion of nutrients. DNA
binding proteins from starved cells (Dps) are dodecameric assemblies belonging to the ferritin
superfamily. They protect the DNA by physical binding and from the free radical mediated damage, by
oxidation and sequestration of iron in the protein shell. Our lab has been working on the functional and
structural characterisation of Dps proteins from Mycobacterium smegmatis.
We have identified two homolgs of this protein in M. Smegmatis, namely Dps1 and Dps2. The promoter
of Dps1 is stress regulated and modulated by extra cellular sigma factors. We established charge driven
interfaces which control iron uptake and release, thereby identifying the mechanisms of ferroxidation at a
molecular level. Several mutants of the ferroxidation site and iron entry pores has been characterised by
X-ray crystallography, and these gated pores can be manipulated to exhibit conformations allowing for
controlled iron release. We also showed how mutations at crucial interfaces can induce structural
alterations of dodecameric Dps proteins into 24-meric ferritins.
Our study gives functional and structural details of how Dps proteins work. These protein cages can be
modified to target tissue systems in vivo, forming suitable carriers for drug delivery and can be employed
as nano-delivery vehicles.

Immune response to silk-based Biomaterials
Prof. Sourabh Ghosh,
Department of Textile and Fibre Engineering,
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi,
New Delhi, India - 110016
Abstract
Many research papers naively claim silk fibroin protein as "Biocompatible material". But immunologists
and clinicians believe that there is no such material as "Biocompatible material". We have cultured CD14þ
human monocytes from healthy donor on silk fibroin-based biomaterials in tri-dimensional form, and
monocytes produced IL-1beta and IL-6, but not IL-10 gene expression and protein production.
Surprisingly, the same protein in 2D film, fail to activate monocytes. Further we investigated potential
difference in the immunogenicity of native and regenerative silk-based biomaterials. Monocytes on waterannealed Bombyx Mori silk film and native Bombyx Mori fibrous braids would lead to reparative
downstream outcomes, such as an anti-inflammatory immunogenic profile. Ethanol-treated silk film and
Indian tasar silk, Antheraea mylitta silk braids showed the presence of mononuclear cell clusters, matrix
deposition, and high inflammatory cytokine production, which can be interpreted as a pro-inflammatory
immunogenic response, and high VEGF expression indicates fibrous or granulation tissue formation after
implantation. Taken together, our study generated a straightforward methodology to identify the
differential transition and plasticity of healthy human monocytes on various types of silk-based
biomaterials.

Nanoparticle-mediated Gene Therapy Strategies for Mitigating Gut
Inflammation
Prof. Avinash Bajaj
Regional Centre for Biotechnology, Faridabad
Abstract
Nucleic acid (NA) therapeutics are emerging technologies to target the diseases of gastrointestinal tract
(GIT) like inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), but face major challenges due to hydrophilic, negative
charge, and degradable nature of nucleic acids in GIT. In my talk, I will present our attempts to engineer
lipid and polymer based nanogels for delivery of therapeutic siRNA and plasmid DNA to the inflamed
colon. Post-translational modifications like SUMOylation have been shown to play a crucial role in IBD
pathogenesis, and polymeric nanoparticles are known to deliver the NA therapeutics to different cell types.
My talk will highlight the engineering of polymeric nanogels that can stabilize the NAs in harsh
gastrointestinal conditions. Oral delivery of these nanogels can target the post-translational modifications
in the GIT and mitigates the gut inflammation. I will also present the engineering of lipid-based
nanoparticles that can deliver the siRNA therapeutics to the epithelial cells, macrophages, and dendritic
cells. Oral delivery of these siRNA entrapped lipid nanoparticles targeting of pro-inflammatory cytokines
can mitigate the gut inflammation, and inhibit the infiltration and polarization of CD4 T cells in inflamed
gut. In summary, I will present the recent progress of our group in the engineering of non-viral mediated
gene therapy vehicles for targeting IBD.

Hydrogels/gels for the drug delivery and antibacterial applications
Dr. Yashveer Singh
Department of Chemistry
Indian Institute of Technology Ropar, Rupnagar-140 001, Punjab

Abstract
Hydrogels are crosslinked polymer networks, which are associated with a large amount of water1. Owing
to their high-water content, hydrogels exhibit structural similarity to tissues and excellent
biocompatibility. They possess the ability to encapsulate active moieties, from small molecule drugs to
biomolecules and, therefore, find use in drug delivery, antibacterial, wound healing, and tissue engineering
applications. Our group is engaged in the development of polymeric hydrogels and self-assembled peptide
gels for the controlled/sustained drug delivery and antibacterial applications2,3. We have developed
polymeric hydrogels by the covalent crosslinking of oxidized pullulan with PEG-hydrazine via hydrazone
linkages for the chronic inflammatory conditions in bone repair. It exhibited the antioxidant properties
and provided the sustained release of PEG-dexamethasone for 28 days, which resulted in the inhibition of
pro-inflammatory markers and elevation of an anti-inflammatory marker in murine osteoblast precursor
cell line (MC3T3-E1). Self-assembled peptide gels were developed from Fmoc-Tyr-Tyr-NH2 (YY),
Fmoc-Trp-Trp-NH2 (WW), and Fmoc-Trp-Trp-His-NH2 (WWH) peptides for the controlled/sustained
delivery of an antidiabetic drug, glimepiride. Both dipeptide gels provided a higher drug release at pH 7.4
than pH 5 but the tripeptide gel provided the higher drug release at pH 5 than pH 7.4. The tripeptide gel
exhibited the antioxidant properties and was found safe to mammalian fibroblast (L929), pancreatic β
(Min6), and hepatocyte carcinoma (HepG2) cell lines. The (HepG2) cells treated with hydrogel releasates
showed the higher glucose uptake. As far as our antibacterial work is concerned, we have developed a
self-assembled peptide gel, Fmoc-Arg-Phe-Phe-CONH2 (RFF), with highly potent bactericidal properties,
for the medical device-associated infections4. In addition, we are working on the development of imine
linkage-based polymeric hydrogels from quaternized chitosan and oxidized alginate to deliver gallium
nanoparticles for antibacterial and antibiofilm activities. Gallium nanoparticles were prepared from
gallium nitrate hydrate using the sol-gel method and characterized by DLS and the average particle size
was found to be 159 ± 5.196 nm. It showed 80% activity against E. coli. In summary, we have developed
hydrogels/gels with strong potential in drug delivery and antibacterial applications.
References
1. J. Li, D.J. Mooney, Nat Rev. Mat. 2016, 1, 16071.
2. P.K. Sharma, S. Taneja, Y. Singh, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2018, 10, 30936-30945.
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Minimalist Peptide Engineering at the Nanoscale for Applications
in Healthcare
Dr. Sangita Roy
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Knowledge City, SAS Nagar, Punjab-140306, India
Abstract
Self-assembly of biomolecules to form hierarchical supramolecular ordered structures is emerging as a
promising area for fabrication of highly functional smart biomaterials. Peptide based self- assembled
structures i.e. molecular hydrogels have gained tremendous interest due to their unique physicochemical
properties emergent at nanoscale, which can find important biomedical applications. In our work, we aim
to develop the novel biomimetic functional scaffold using self-assembling bioactive peptide sequences for
designing an extracellular matrix (ECM) mimic for tissue engineering applications. We used a
minimalistic approach which involves the synthesis of short peptide sequences derived from the natural
proteins, like, laminin, fibronectin and collagen etc.. We, for the first time, explored the library of
structurally related pentapeptides derived from a natural extracellular matrix protein, Laminin, which
plays crucial roles in cell adhesion, migration and proliferation. We demonstrated the non-traditional
solvent mediated approach to induce supramolecular gelation and access diverse nanostructures. To
construct a better mimic of natural ECM, we developed the conjugate gels from collagen and laminin
mimetic peptides. The conjugate matrix offers an advantage of incorporating the properties of both
structural as well as functional peptide segment of natural ECM. Further, we studied differential
interaction of cells with variably modified peptide gels. The studies revealed the necessity of proper
hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance of a molecule for preferred bioactivity. Further, to attain diversity within
single gelator domain, we employed a simple and unique approach of exploring metal ion interactions to
provide a convenient means to access diverse gels from single precursors, with reduced defects and
enhanced complexity. Another simpler approach was focused on applying a heat/cool cycle over
sonication to induce differential gelation behavior in a single gelator template. These different pathways
lead to either kinetically trapped or thermodynamically favoured states giving rise to diverse hydrogels.
The gels were found to be thermoreversible and self-healing which induces the injectable behavior in these
designer gels. Furthermore, these gels are found to direct the formation of anisotropic rectangular gold
nanoparticles within the hydrogel template. The resulting new materials are further modified with specific
carbohydrate moieties, such as, cellulose to create peptide-polysaccharide conjugates. We anticipate that
our approach of combining peptides and sugars will result in creation of self-assembled nanomaterials
which will be capable to foster the chemical and mechanical needs to be a superior surrogate of natural
ECM. Ongoing studies are focusing on the futuristic application of these biomolecular gels of variable
stiffness towards controlling stem cell differentiation.

Outwitting antibiotic resistance: A perpetual battle
Dr. Jayanta Haldar
Antimicrobial Research Laboratory,
New Chemistry Unit and School of Advanced Materials,
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR),
Bangalore, India.
Abstract
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) currently claims around seven hundred thousand lives annually and this is
expected to rise to ten million by 2050 if not tackled immediately. India is the highest contributor to this
staggering statistic. The increasing emergence of resistance towards antibiotics, and the complications in
infection prevention and cure which arise thereof, call for thorough scientific investigations. As arsenal of
effective antibiotics dwindle, more and more effort is being focussed on the development of novel strategies
to tackle drug resistant bacteria. This talk involves our efforts towards mitigation of problems created due to
antimicrobial resistance and complex infections. The development of synthetic small moelcular and
macromolecular mimics of antimicrobial peptides with different mechanism action compared to most of the
conventional antibiotics as an alternative class of antibacterial agents will be discussed. 1,2 Our group has
immensely contributed to developing various vancomycin analogues, which display highly enhanced
activity against vancomycin-resistant S. aureus, vancomycin-resistant E. faecium, as well as other Grampositive and Gram-negative pathogens. The novel approaches to overcome bacterial resistance towards
glycopeptides, via semisynthetic modifications will also be discussed. 3-5 With the view of rehabilitation of
the shelved out, inactive antibiotics, our lab is working on developing antibiotic adjuvants, i.e. agents which,
when used in combination with the obsolete or ineffective antibiotic, will repurpose or reactivate the
antibiotic against clinically relevant superbugs. 6
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Melatonin nanodelivery for preclinical therapeutic implications
Dr. Surajit Karmakar
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Knowledge City, SAS Nagar, Punjab-140306, India
Abstract
The promising medicinal value of melatonin (MEL) as a therapeutic agent in a variety of diseases has
been limited due to its short half-life, low bioavailability, poor solubility, and extensive first-pass
metabolism. Hence, we have demonstrated the variable methods to synthesize melatonin loaded
nanoparticles to improve the melatonin delivery profile. The systematic in vitro studies, in vivo/ex
vivo biodistribution and in vivo studies have been performed to demonstrate the potential of melatonin
nanoformulation against multiple disease preclinical models. In the glioblastoma (GBM) in vitro model,
our study has shown that, compared with free melatonin, melatonin nanocomposites are more
therapeutically effective to induce functional anti-cancer efficacy in human brain tumor cell lines. In
diabetic retinopathy (DR) experimental model, the study has evaluated in vitro protection efficiency of
melatonin nanocomposites by downregulation of VEGF and CASPASE3 against high glucose-induced
insults and improving bioavailability of melatonin in vivo suggests it as a potential therapeutic candidate
in
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management. Inflammatory

Bowel

Disease

(IBD)

nanocomposites exhibited better anti-inflammatory response

preclinical

models, melatonin

in in-vitro and in-vivo IBD models

attributed to nitric oxide (NO) reduction, inhibited nuclear translocation of NF-kB p65 and reduced IL-1β
and IL-6 expression by improving therapeutic potential of melatonin through nanodelivery. In Parkinson’s
disease (PD) preclinical models, melatonin nanostructures conferring collective neuroprotective efficacies
attributes anti-oxidative, anti-inflammatory, and anti-apoptotic pathways activation suggests melatonin
nanocomposites as a potential therapeutic candidate for PD therapy.

Photothermally active nanomaterials for biomedical applications
Dr. Amit Jaiswal
School of Basic Sciences
Indian Institute of Technology Mandi,
Kamand, Mandi-175075, Himachal Pradesh, India
Abstract
Photothermally active nanomaterials are the class of nanomaterials which has the ability to convert light into heat
energy. The heat thus generated upon impingement of light onto these nanostructures can be exploited for
biomedical applications like photothermal therapy (PTT), photodynamic therapy and also for antimicrobial
applications. For biomedical applications, near-infrared (NIR) light is preferred due to its higher penetration depth
and this primes researcher to develop nanomaterials with NIR absorbing capabilities. In this regard, we have
prepared NIR active metal nanostructures like metal nanorattles, nanocapsules and 2D nanosheets and demonstrated
its applications in photothermal therapy of cancer in vitro1-3. We also utilised the photothermally active 2D
nanosheets to fabricate antimicrobial fabric by depositing MoS 2 nanosheets on to the fibres of polycottton fabric
which can be used for preparing self disinfectable PPEs like face mask 4. The MoS2 nanosheet modified fabric was
able to disinfect more than 99% of bacteria within 5 min when kept under sunlight. In my talk, I will discuss about
photothermally active metal nanostructures for photothermal therapy and 2D nanosheets for photothermal killing
of bacteria.

References:
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2. S. Roy, A. Sarkar, A Jaiswal, Nanomedicine (2019), 14:3, 255-274.
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A novel polymeric micelle for the treatment of experimental
rheumatoid arthritis.
Dr. Rehan Khan
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Knowledge City, Sector81, Mohali-140306, Punjab, India
Abstract
Rheumatoid arthritis is chronic inflammatory disorder mainly affects the lining of synovial joints
characterized by severe inflammation and joint damage. Despite of major advancement in treatment
including biologics and monoclonal antibodies targeting cytokines for rheumatoid arthritis the
therapeutic outcome remains undesirable, due to complexity of cytokines targets as well as poor
bioavailability and extensive first pass metabolism of drug. We developed chlorotoxin conjugated
modified micelle loaded with Sivelestat as broad spectrum treatment for Rheumatoid arthritis.
Decorating chlorotoxin on polymeric micelle modulate it as inherent carrier with MMP-2 inhibitory
potential. Sivelestat being a Neutrophil Elastase inhibitor synergise the therapeutic outcome. It supresses
major mediators of synovial inflammation and proteolytic enzymes involved in cartilage destruction
which provides strong chondroprotection. Chlorotoxin conjugated modified micelle showed significant
therapeutic potential by alleviating cartilage destruction and joint damage in Collagen induced arthritis
model in Wistar rats.

Affordable Healthcare Technologies in Sensing, Drug Delivery and
Therapy
Prof. Rohit Srivastava, FNASc, FRSC, FRSB
Himanshu Patel Chair Professor and Head
Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering, IIT Bombay, Powai
rsrivasta@iitb.ac.in
Abstract
Our lab at IIT Bombay is well recognized for translation research in the field of Biosensors and affordable
Point-of-care diagnostic technologies for rural and maternal healthcare. Our team has already
commercialized four point-of-care diagnostic devices such as SYNC- Bluetooth integrated glucometer
for diabetes management; UChek- routine urine analysis system; CareMother- a smartphone-based
platform to integrate doctors and pregnant women to screened and identify risk-prone pregnancies for
maternal and neonatal healthcare in the rural areas through student start-ups. We have also clinically
validated and transferred numerous healthcare technologies to the companies such as Smartsense™affordable and portable blood electrolyte analyzer with integrated blood plasma centrifuge; Uridsa™- a
low-cost, portable colourimetric deice to diagnose kidney-related disorders; ElectroFinder™- Portable
and rapid detection device to sodium and potassium level in critical care patients. We have also clinically
validated several technologies like PorFloR™- Fluorescence strips and device for detection of orthopedic
implant-associated infection such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and interleukin-6 (IL-6); CholcheckTMAffordable LFA-based complete cholesterol panel and detection device; Insulin Infusion PumpContinuous insulin infusion pump, along with hollow silicon microneedle patch and the flexible reservoir
for diabetes management. This has been possible by extensive support from BIRAC, DBT, ICMR and
DST translational schemes. Our group has also developed many affordable, novel, biodegradable
plasmonic nanoparticles for minimally-invasive cancer theranostic application. The promising preclinical
results of the developed technology has encouraged us to take it forward into Phase I clinical trial through
a Start-up route. Our group has also indigenously developed economical, novel, resorbable bone screw
and drug loaded chitosan sponges for orthopedic applications. We have established active collaborations
with various technical, medical institutes along with hospitals, research centers and companies all around
India and World. We strongly believe in bringing a positive change in India's underdeveloped healthcare
sector via developing affordable healthcare technologies with the collaboration of industries and
generating funds via transferring technologies for commercialization. We have mentored 25+ Medtech
start-ups in last five years and helped them to secure grants to develop innovative solutions for healthcare
applications.

Self-Aggregating Organic Nanocomposites in Biomedicine
Dr. Prasanta Kumar Das
School of Biological Sciences, Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science,
Jadavpur, Kolkata-700032, India; E-mail: bcpkd@iacs.res.in
Abstract:
Molecular self-assembly designates the spontaneous organization of small molecules to diversified structures at
different scale. One such beautiful manifestations of small molecular self-organized aggregates is organic
nanoparticles. Fluorescent organic nanoparticles (FONPs), derived from -conjugated oligomers or chromophores
having diameters in the range of 10 nm to 1 m are gaining notable research interest due to their remarkable optical
properties. We have developed L-amino acid appended naphthalene diimide (NDI) based amphiphilic molecules
that formed FONPs in binary solvent mixture (e.g., DMSO-water, THF-water). Varying the functionality in the
molecular construction, aggregation induce emission (AIE) color was prudently tuned. 1 These NDI based FONPs
were explored in biomedicinal applications like bioimaging, drug delivery, selective sensing of heparin sensing
with LOD of 12 nM (Figure 1), diagnostic probe of Fe2+ to Fe3+ transition inside cancer cells, selective sensing of
lipase and so on.2-5 On the other hand, biomolecules-derived carbon dots (CDs) were used as theranostic probes in
H2O2 sensing and selective killing of cancer cells, 6 visible light induced targeted cancer therapy, 7 target-specific
delivery vehicle for anticancer drug paclitaxel in combination therapy. 8 Significance of developing self-aggregated
organic nanoparticle & surface passivated carbon dot will be presented in this lecture.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of heparin sensing by quenching and restoration of AIE of NDIFONPs through formation of FONP-protamine conjugate.
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A novel approach to discovering and targeting microRNAs in
prostate cancer
Dr. Jyotsna Batra
Faculty of Health,
School of Biomedical Sciences
QUT, Australia
Abstract
Prostate cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer related death in men worldwide. Genome-wide
association studies (GWAS), which assess thousands of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in large
cohorts have been unequivocally successful in identifying the genomic regions that alter an individual’s
risk of developing prostate cancer. The major bottleneck for transition of GWAS findings to the clinic is
lack of identification of causal variants/gene behind these GWAS markers specifically those which fall
in the non-coding region of the genome.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are endogenous, small non-coding RNA molecules with the ability to act as
master regulators in cancer by simultaneously regulating the expression of multiple genes. With the first
siRNA based therapy being FDA approved last year, and several new delivery methods now developed,
si/miRNA-based therapeutics are attracting considerable attention. SNPs in miRNA-related functional
regions such as mature miRNAs, promoter regions and/or target gene 3'-UTRs, collectively called
'miRSNPs', represent a novel category of functional molecules. We investigated the association between
2,169 putative miRSNPs and PCa risk in a large population of 22,301 cases and 22,320 controls of
European ancestry from 23 participating studies within the large PCa Consortium (PRACTICAL). We
identified 22 SNPs to be associated with risk of PCa, seven of which have not been previously reported
by GWAS studies. We then validated the functional role KLK3 rs1058205 (T>C) SNP. We showed that
miR-3162-5p has specific affinity for the KLK3 (Prostate-specific antigen aka PSA) rs1058205 SNP Tallele. Additional analysis of miRNAs identified through this study shortlisted ProsmiR-1 as a suitable
therapeutic target for prostate cancer.
Analysis of the above shortlisted miRNAs and additional miRNAs in plasma samples of prostate cancer
patients led us to the identification of biomarker panel consistent of 4 miRNAs, which can potentially
identify prostate cancer early.

Bioengineered platforms for pathotypic tissue models
Dr. Kaushik Chatterjee
Department of Materials Engineering & Centre for BioSystems Science and Engineering
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore India 560012

Abstract
Cells reside in a 3D extracellular matrix in the human body. Cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions in the
3D matrix are critical in driving cell function. Conventionally, cells are cultured on flat, rigid 2D
plasticware and glass surfaces for studying their behavior in vitro. However, conventional culture
platforms fail to recapitulate the cellular microenvironment in vivo, which has motivated the research in
developing organotypic models for studying cell response in vitro.
In our group, we have been working on 3D culture platforms for several pathophysiological conditions.
We have developed 3D porous scaffolds for studying cancer epithelial cells of the breast tumor. We have
developed patterned platforms to study diseases of the cardiac and skeletal muscles. Most recently, we
developed a 3D model for studying cellular senescence. In this talk, I will highlight some of these
examples from our work to develop 3D pathotypic tissue models.

Carbon Nano-materials in Agriculture
Dr. P.S.VijayaKumar
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Knowledge City, SAS Nagar, Punjab-140306, India
Abstract
Chemicals play an important role in the modern agricultural practices like crop production, protection and
preservation. But when the chemical residues over-shade the benefits, advanced features like the ability
to reduce the drift and improve the target specificity is gaining importance. In this context we are testing
and retesting various strategies to improve the targeting by reducing the nontarget loss with the support
of carbon and other nanomaterials. This talk will focus more in the carbon material, and discuss the
following work 1. Targeted pesticide application with graphene oxide platform. 2. Programed fruit
preservation with graphene oxide wrapper. 3. Application graphene oxide as production booster. 4.
Targeted diseases control in crops.
Reference
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Metal organic framework derived near infrared absorbing semishells and injectable hydrogels
Dr. Asifkhan Shanavas
Inorganic &amp; Organic Nanomedicine (ION) Lab,
Institute of Nano Science &amp; Technology Mohali
Abstract
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are a crystalline network of single metal ion or metal cluster acting
as co-ordination center connected by multidentate organic linker. They are widely reported candidates
for drug delivery, imaging and sensing applications. Our group for the first time has unveiled their
potential as sacrificial templates for synthesis of plasmonic gold semi shells. The rapid room temperature
colloidal process involves nucleation of ultra small gold nanoparticles (UsGNPs) within the mesoporous
structures of the crystalline networks enabling further growth into semishells - owing to selective etching
of MOF’s crystal facets and its overall degradability under acidic pH. We have also exploited the
intermediate UsGNPs@MOF structures as cross linkers towards formation of carboxymethyl chitosan
based injectable hydrogels. We will discuss both these NIR absorbing nanomaterials and their
application in cancer management.

Understanding of the effect of protein conformation on fluorescence
properties of ultrasmall nanoparticles
Dr. Krishnananda Chattopadhyay
Structural Biology and Bioinformatics Division
CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Biology
4 Raja SC Mullick Road, Kolkata 700032, INDIA

Abstract
Multifunctional ultrasmall metal nanoparticles (USNPs) have gathered significant attentions as they can
directly interact with the biological systems and/or incorporate biological macromolecules as intrinsic
structural or functional components. These tiny particles are often considered to be ‘missing link’ between
atoms and molecules. Because of the ultrasmall sizes, their exposure to the biological fluid mostly causes
complex association between protein and USNPs which is distinctly different from ‘protein corona’, the
prime outcome of protein-nanoparticles interactions. For the rational design of desired USNPs and their
safe and efficient applications, it is therefore utmost necessary to comprehend the causes, affects and the
precise molecular mechanisms of their interactions with proteins and other biomolecules.
When proteins are used for nanoclusters (NC) synthesis, their electronic structure gets altered thus
influencing the fluorescence properties of the NCs. We have observed alteration in USNPs core size during
their synthesis with proteins having single cysteine mutation at different positions. This also allows the
window for modulating the fluorescence emission wavelength of protein-encapsulated NCs apart from
modifying the cluster core or some other regulation factors. Some proteins have already been used to study
the effect of varying protein conformation, size, structural integrity, amino acid content, etc. on the
fluorescence emission maxima of Au NCs. In this talk, we will discuss the recent interests of our group
on the fundamentals and applications of protein-NCs interactions and the influence of different modulating
factors.

Curious Case of a Membrane-Damaging Pore-Forming Toxin: the
W(Hole) Story
Dr. Kausik Chattopadhyay
Department of Biological Sciences
IISER Mohali

Abstract
Pore-forming toxins (PFTs) are the unique class of membrane-damaging proteins. PFTs are implicated in
a wide array of biological processes ranging from the bacterial virulence mechanisms to the effector
functions of the vertebrate immune system. The major part of our research over the past twelve years
remained focussed on the structure-function mechanism of one such bacterial PFT, Vibrio
cholerae cytolysin (VCC). Upon encountering the target cell membranes, VCC forms transmembrane
heptameric
the

eta-barrel pores. Through our studies we have elucidated some of the distinct steps of
-barrel pore-formation by VCC. We have also elucidated multiple interaction mechanisms that

play critical regulatory roles in the membrane-binding and pore-formation mechanism of VCC. In a very
recent study we have also explored the mechanism that regulates the structural rearrangement of the poreforming motifs in the process of

-barrel pore-formation by VCC. In sum, our studies have provided

critical new insights regarding the membrane pore-formation mechanism of VCC, and have also enriched
the current understanding regarding the evolution of the structure-function mechanisms in the family
of

-barrel PFTs, in general.

Oral based therapeutics for the treatment of the most neglected
disease: A nanotherapeutic approach
Dr. Shyam Lal M
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Knowledge City, SAS Nagar, Punjab-140306, India

Abstract
Oral drug delivery being the most convenient and preferred administration route signifies advantages in
being noninvasive with high compliance. Nanoformulation being developed may enhance the target drug
delivery and efficacy in aspect to combat an infection. In an emerging era, the use of biologically active
agents in addition to conventional drugs signifies the importance and a genuine need to develop a novel
and effective advancement towards a particular plan of action. Despite the advancement of new antileishmanials, amphotericin B (AmB) prevails as one of the most potent agents in the treatment of visceral
leishmaniasis (VL), a neglected tropical disease affecting mostly poverty ridden and underdeveloped
regions of the globe. Nonetheless, many patients display intolerance to parenteral AmB, notably at higher
dosages. Conventional AmB presents an apparently poor absorption. To improve AmB bioavailability and
overcome multiple barriers for oral delivery of AmB, herein we adapted a systematic approach to critically
evaluate the effect of experimentally optimized potential of various lipid based nanoformulations on the
properties of surface enhanced nanocarriers and their subsequent potential ramification in evading
cytotoxicity and escalating stability. Furthermore, we were committed to explicate the stability aspects of
our formulation to subjugate the harsh and hostile gastrointestinal acidic conditions, tropical temperatures
and still be stable enough to stave off any cellular metabolic disturbances with several quantitative and
qualitative techniques, which we surmise to be potential clinical oral drug delivery system.

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Factors in Modulation of p53 StructureFunction Activity
Dr. Sharmistha Sinha
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Knowledge City, SAS Nagar, Punjab-140306, India

Aggregation of p53 is implicated in cancer by several studies where aggregates of WTp53 and its mutant
forms are found in cancer cell lines, tumour biopsy samples. The effect of the intrinsic mutations at the
genetic level on the p53 aggregation has been extensively studied. However, there is no understanding
regarding external factors like chemotherapeutic drugs on anomalous self-assembly of p53. In the present
work, with the use of complementary spectroscopic and imaging techniques, we have studied the role of
doxorubicin in the aggregation of WTp53. Doxorubicin is a chemotherapeutic drug commonly used in
the treatment of cancer. Doxorubicin interacts with WTp53 and co-phase separated out from the solution
resulting in the formation of droplets. These droplets show fluid like behaviour indicating that they
undergo liquid-liquid phase separation. Substitution of amino acids also trigger phase separation in p53
where [R273C]p53 undergo liquid-liquid phase separation whereas [R273L]p53 experience liquid-solid
transition. These mutant-variants also show doxorubicin binding. The coacervates of [R273C]p53 allow
sequestration of doxorubicin in their droplets whereas doxorubicin interacts with the solid assemblies of
the [R273L]p53. Our results suggest that beside genetic mutations, extrinsic stimuli such as
chemotherapeutic drugs could be possible factor behind p53 aggregation.

Posters

Anti-leishmanial evaluation of amphotericin B loaded solid lipid nanoparticles coated with vitamin B12-stearic
acid conjugate: an oral approach

Aakriti Singh, Shyam Lal Mudavath*
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector-81, Mohali,
Punjab-140306, India.
Abstract:
Vitamin B12 stearate is an amphiphilic derivative of essential micronutrient Vitamin B 12 (VB12), which
was synthesized by esterification of VB12 to stearic acid to enhance its lipid compatibility for further
surface functionalization onto solid lipid nanoparticles. As such, it has precedence over other carriers for
utilizing biocompatible lipids as well as the well characterized uptake absorption pathway of VB12
shielding it from enzymatic degradation and inadequate absorption. In this perspective, subsequent to
escalated mucus interaction and diffusion analysis, the synthesized nanoparticles were investigated by
immunostaining with anti CD320 antibody and internalization mechanisms were examined by selectively
blocking specific uptake processes, we saw the internalization to be energy dependent clathrin mediated,
simultaneously highlighting the remarkable ability to bypass the P-glycoprotein efflux. In particular,
synthesized nanoparticles were evaluated for cytocompatibility by analyzing cellular proliferation,
membrane viscoelasticity and fluidity analysis by FRAP and oxidative stress detection making them well
suited for successful translation to clinical setups. Our previous in vitro antileishmanial results paramount
for further in vivo and toxicity analysis paving for targeted therapeutic efficiency. The augmented surface
hydrophilicity attributed by VB12 and monomerization of AmB within the lipid core strengthen the oral
bioavailability and stability of nanoparticles as evidenced by FRET analysis.

Smart drug delivery system for management of ulcerative colitis
Ajay Kumar, Rehan khan
Chemical Biology Unit, INST, Mohali, Punjab, India.

Abstract:
Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a chronic inflammatory disorder characterized by severe inflammation
of the colon which primarily affects the rectum and spreads toward the lower end of the colon. The
treatment of UC is mainly approached through two ways which includes the target of active phase
of disease and to support the abrogation of diseased condition. Various treatment strategies have
been utilized to overcome the disease, however, due to limitations of conventional therapeutics the
desired therapeutic efficacy remains unachieved. In order to achieve site specific drug delivery,
we have developed an enzyme responsive hydrogel drug delivery system that exhibits disassembly
and controlled drug release in the presence of inflammatory mediators. For therapeutic evaluation
we have used budesonide as a model drug and compared its therapeutic effect upon loading it into
the hydrogel. The hydrogel was also explored for its ability to adhered onto the inflamed colonic
mucosa. The results indicated that the budesonide loaded hydrogel was sufficiently improves the
complications of DSS induced colitis in mice model and suggested as a potential delivery system
for ulcerative colitis.

Actin-binding Carbon dots, selectively target glioblastoma cells while sparing normal cells

Anjana Sharma, Vineeta Panwar, Jijo Thomas, Vianni Chopra, Himadri Shekhar Roy, and Deepa
Ghosh*
Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Habitat Centre, Phase 10, Mohali 160062, Punjab, India
Abstract:
Curcumin, a pleiotropic signalling molecule from Curcuma longa, is reported to be effective against
multiple cancers. Despite its promising effect, curcumin had failed in clinical trials due to its low aqueous
solubility, stability and poor bioavailability. While several approaches are being attempted to overcome
the limitations, the improved solubility observed with curcumin-derived carbon dots appeared to be a
strategy worth exploring. To assess if the carbon dots possess bio-activity similar to curcumin, we
synthesized carbon dots (CurCD) from curcumin and ethylenediamine. Unlike curcumin, the assynthesized curcumin carbon dots exhibited excellent solubility, excitation-dependent emission and
photostability. The anti-cancer activity evaluated with glioblastoma cells using the well-established in
vitro models indicated its comparable/enhanced activity over curcumin. Besides, the selective affinity of
CurCD to the actin filament, indicated it’s prospective to serve as a marker of actin filaments. In addition,
the non-toxic effects observed in normal cells and fish embryos indicated CurCD was more biocompatible
than curcumin. While this work reveals the superior properties of CurCD over curcumin, it provides a new
approach to explore other plant derived molecules with similar limitations like curcumin.

Chlorotoxin conjugated modified micelle for treatment of Ulcerative Colitis
Akshay Vyawahare 1 and Dr. Rehan Khan 1
1

Institute of Nano-Science and Technology, Knowledge City, Sector- 81, SAS Nagar, Mohali, Punjab
140305, India

Abstract:
Ulcerative colitis (UC) is chronic inflammatory disorder mainly affects the inner lining of large intestine
i.e colon. Various approaches have been utilized to treat UC, however therapeutic outcome remains
undesired. Targeted drug delivery emerged as novel way to target the specific site of disease. In present
study, we have designed chlorotoxin which is an active moiety targeting specifically MMP-2, upregulated
in UC. MMP-2 specifically degrades the ECM of colon. Sivelestat is human neutrophil elastase inhibitor
(NE), enzyme involved in the degradation of elastin, a component of ECM. Sivelestat is loaded as model
drug in modified micelle. Chlorotoxin conjugated modified micelle showed alleviation of the
inflammation in DSS induced Ulcerative colitis in swiss albino mice.

Bone marrow targeted nanotherapy controlling epigenetic regulation mediated inhibition of AML-ETO
and MLL-AF9 fusion oncoprotein rearranged AML
Avinash Chandra Kushwaha1, Soni Jignesh Mohanbhai1, Subhasree Roy Choudhury1,*
1

Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Knowledge City, Sector-81, SAS Nagar, Mohali140306, Punjab, India

Abstract:
Acute Myeloid leukemia (AML) is characterized as heterogenous disease wherein the genetic and epigenetic
factors contribute to its pathophysiology. The chromosomal translocation such as t(8;21) and t(9;11) create the
genetic fusions, AML1-ETO and MLL-AF9, respectively. Responsible for molecular fusion oncoprotein
rearranged AML. Transcription factor C-Myb and epigenetic regulator Bmi1 are prominent AML biomarkers.
C-Myb binds to the Bmi1 promoter and regulates its expression which extends to reduce the histone H2A
ubiquitination at lysine 119 position. These genetic and epigenetic factors lead to leukemia transformation in
bone marrow microenvironment followed by their migration into peripheral blood, spleen, and lymph node.
Here, Alendronic acid conjugated PRT4165 (Bmi-1 and Ring 1b inhibitor) and ibandronic acid conjugated cMyb siRNA entrapped human serum albumin nanotherapy were utilized respectively for successful inhibition
of AML-ETO and MLL-AF9 induced AML. So, PRT4165 was loaded to the human serum albumin (HSA)
nanoparticles and alendronic acid (ALD) was conjugated to the nanoparticles` surface through the EDC-NHS
chemistry. The ALD conjugation was confirmed through the presence of phosphoryl bond at 1075 cm-1 and
coated surface morphology of nanoparticles. The AML1-ETO cells were infused into nude mice for the
xenotransplantation and these mice were treated with PRT4165 and PRT@HSANP@ALD. The splenomegaly
and GFP+c-Kit+ population were reduced and myeloid differentiation markers, CD11b and Gr-1 were increased
due to PRT@HSANP@ALD treatment in bone marrow and peripheral blood. In addition, the C-Myb siRNA
was loaded to vitamin D Nanoemulsion (NVD) and surface conjugated with ibandronic acid (IBD) through
hydrophobic interaction. The spherical surface morphology was observed with narrow size distribution. The
NVD provide the C-Myb siRNA protection against the RNase A treatment. The MLL-AF9 cells were infused
into nude mice for the xenotransplantation and these mice were treated with C-Myb siRNA and siMyb@NVD@IBD. The splenomegaly and GFP+c-Kit+ population were reduced, and myeloid differentiation
markers, CD11b and Gr-1 were increased due to si-Myb@NVD@IBD treatment in bone marrow and peripheral
blood.

VEGF targeted aptamer conjugated Pazopanib nanotherapy for treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy

Babita Bhatt 1 , Mohammed Nadim Sardoiwala 1 , Babita Kaundal 1 , Avinash Chandra
Kushwaha 1 , Subhasree Roy Choudhury
1

Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Knowledge City, SAS Nagar,
Sector 81, Punjab, 140306, India

Abstract:
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is common complication of Diabetes mellitus and is the primary cause of vision
loss in adults aged 20-74 years. Control of blood glucose and blood pressure in individuals with diabetes
remains the cornerstone for preventing the development and progression of DR. Anti-VEGF therapy was
breakthrough in ophthalmology but issues related to systemic absorption, safety and late recurrence have
shown the need for the development of new therapeutic regimen. The current research highlights potent
anti-VEGF efficiency of pazopanib hydrochloride. However, low bioavailability and low solubility of
pazopanib is a major limitation for its therapeutic ability. Therefore, emerging nanotherapeutic approach
has been implicated by using anti-VEGF aptamer decorated human serum albumin nanoparticles
(HSANPs) to improve pazopanib targeting and release profile that leads to endow its protective efficacy.
The remarkable VEGF targeting, higher cellular internalization of pazopanib loaded HSANPs and
improved drug release profile indicates suitability of our nano-drug delivery system for DR management.
The high glucose induced in vitro DR model and protective efficiency of our nanoformulation has been
established. The further evaluation of in vitro and in vivo therapeutic efficacy is underway to establish
new anti-VEGF aptamer decorated HSANPs@pazopanib based nanodrug delivery system that might be
useful in DR treatment.

Contemporizing dynamic covalent and non-covalent approach for polymeric chain collapse towards
controlled loading and release of cargos

Chirag Miglani,a Jojo P. Joseph,a Aashish Bhatt,b Debes Ray, c Ashmeet Singh,a Deepika Gupta,a Md.
Ehesan Ali, b Vinod K. Aswal*c and Asish Pal *a
a

Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector 81, Mohali, Punjab 140306,
India. E-mail: apal@inst.ac.in
b

Quantum Materials and Devices, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector 81, Mohali,
Punjab-140306, India. Email: ehesan.ali@inst.ac.in
c

Solid State Physics Division, BARC, Trombay, Mumbai – 400085, India. E-mail:
vkaswal@barc.gov.in

Abstract:
Chain collapse in synthetic polymers is an excellent approach for mimicking the natural self-folding
process that imparts structural control, leading to attractive compartmental applications, e.g. drug delivery.
In this regard, water-soluble and thermo-responsive polyacrylamide polymers CP1–2 with
photodimerizable coumarin moieties grafted into the backbone are employed to design polymeric
nanoparticles. The chain collapse can be efficiently controlled using dual response strategies involving
photodimerization under UVB light (λmax = 320 nm) as well as host-guest interaction by the addition of
a bis-β-CD host. The aggregation of the nanoparticles is controlled by the interplay of lower critical
solution temperatures (LCST) that can be tuned as a result of photodimerization and host-guest interaction.
Further, sequential folding of the polymers is demonstrated by the addition of the host molecule followed
by exposure to UVB irradiation. Such multi-stimuli-responsive compaction of size with synergistic control
of non-covalent and dynamic covalent interaction and tuning of LCST render the system suitable for
compartmental loading and sustainable/burst release of hydrophilic and hydrophobic cargos e.g.
rhodamine B dye and the drug ibuprofen under homeostasis control.

External cues mediated stiffening in peptide–polymer conjugate to mimick contractility in
actinomyosin network
Debasish Nath, Jojo P. Joseph,x Nidhi Gupta,x Chirag Miglani, Ashmeet Singh, Deepika Gupta, Asish
Pal*
Chemical biology unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Knowledge City, Sector – 81, Mohali,
Punjab, India. E-mail: apal@inst.ac.in

Abstract:
Reinforcement owing to inner stress formation is of supreme importance in life and is the basis for a lot
of biomechanical pathways. For example, cells strengthen their contiguous matrix by dragging on collagen
and fibrin fibers and molecular motors promote rapid fluidization and dynamic stiffening of the
cytoskeleton by pulling thin actin filaments associated with bundles of myosin. Herein, we demonstrate
an elegant synthetic design of peptide–polymer conjugate network that exhibits multiple hierarchical
control over its stiffening. Dynamic Schiff base crosslinking of semi-flexible peptide fibers with thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) copolymer endows a covalent network. Further, the
photo-dimerizable 4-methylcoumarin moieties at the core of peptide fibers can also be reversibly photofixated with the choice of light. The conjugates exhibit macroscopic heat-stiffening response by generating
inner stress through a coil-to-globule transition owing to lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of
the PNIPAM. Moreover, the covalently crosslinked network intensely stiffens in retort to applied shear
stress that can be further ramped up in the photo-fixated peptide fibers. Overall, the synthetic network
exhibit non-linear mechanical behavior with exponents that match with the actinomyosin network and has
features analogous to biopolymers ubiquitous in cells and tissues.

Photo-Chemical Strategy via Sequestering Off-Pathway Dormant States for Controlled Selfassembly/Disassembly in Peptide Amphiphiles
Deepika Gupta, Asish Pal
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Mohali, Punjab (India)
Abstract:
Although there has been a paradigm shift in the field of supramolecular polymerization; it still remains a
challenging task to precisely control the behaviour of monomer to avoid spontaneous nucleation during
self-assembly process. We demonstrated the controlled self-assembly/disassembly process of Aβ-42
inspired minimalistic peptide 1, azo-VFFAKK. Trans-1 self-assembles to form kinetic one dimensional
nanofiber with on-pathway nanoparticles as metastable state mediated by solvent and temperature. We
designed two distinct strategies based on photo-chemical stimuli to employ the formation of off-pathway
dormant metastable states. First, the complexation of azobenzene moiety of peptide 1 with guest molecule
of cyclodextrin (α-CD and β-CD) exhibits absence of any self-assembled nanostructures. Second, photoregulated geometrical change of the monomer (trans to cis) inhibit the spontaneous nucleation thereby,
arresting the elongation steps in the supramolecular polymerization. Such photo-chemically trapped offpathway dormant metastable states can be activated on demand by introduction of competitive guests and
by photo mediated reconversion to trans-1, which can be efficiently exploited towards seeded
supramolecular polymerization to form nanofibers of controlled length regime.

Coaction of Protein-Protein interaction and Phase Separation: An Insight into the Genesis of
Bacterial Microcompartments:

Gaurav Kumar, Sharmistha Sinha*
Institute of Nanoscience and Technology, Knowledge City, Sector-81, Mohali, India

Abstract:
Many species of bacteria adapt to energy dearth environment, using subcellular membrane less organelles
called bacterial microcompartments (MCP). MCPs are very small in size (100-150 nm) and are formed by
the self-assembly of thousands of protein subunits, all encoded by genes belonging to a single operon. The
operon contains genes that encode for both enzymes and shell proteins. The shell proteins self-assemble
to form the outer coat of the compartment and enzymes are encapsulated within. A perplexing question in
MCP biology is to understand the mechanism which governs the formation of these small yet complex
assemblages of proteins. In this work we use 1,2-propanediol utilization microcompartments (PduMCP)
as a paradigm to identify the factors that drive the self-assembly of MCP proteins. We find that the major
shell protein PduBB’ tend to self-associate with the increase in ionic strength of solution. Microscopic
visualization and biophysical studies reveal phase separation to be the principle mechanism behind the
self-association of shell protein in the presence of salts and macromolecular crowding. The shell protein
PduBB’ interacts with the enzyme diol-dehydratase PduCDE and co-assemble into phase separated liquid
droplets. The co-assembly of PduCDE and PduBB’ results in the enhancement of catalytic activity of the
enzyme. A combination of spectroscopic and biochemical techniques shows the relevance of divalent
cations in providing stability to intact PduMCP. Together our results suggest a combination of proteinprotein interactions and phase separation guiding the self-assembly of Pdu shell protein and enzyme in
solution phase.

Development of injectable hydrogel augmented by ECM-mimetic functionalities for cartilage tissue
engineering

Jijo Thomas, Vianni Chopra, Anjana Sharma, Vineeta Panwar, Swati Kaushik, Deepa Ghosh*
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Knowledge City, Sector 81,
Mohali, Punjab 140306, India.
*Correspondence: Dr. Deepa Ghosh (deepa.ghosh@inst.ac.in)
Abstract:
Regenerating arthritis affected cartilage tissue is found to be difficult because of least perfusion and un
availability of stem cells at the site. A tissue engineering approach is a promising treatment option in this
case and Injectable hydrogel incorporated with chondrocytes found to be a better platform for the
treatment delivery of chondrocytes with minimally invasive procedures.
Using modified chitosan and cellulose we developed a hydrogel optimised for maximum cell viability,
injectability and chondrogenic expression from chondrocytes for extracellular matrix production.
Carboxymethyl chitosan and carboxymethyl cellulose aldehyde were the two main components of our
hydrogel system, which undergo cross-linking via Schiff base formation. The hydrogel is then tethered
with chondroitin sulphate for mimicking the ECM conditions which may enhance the chondrogenesis.
Experiments were conducted to evaluate the physical properties of the hydrogel including rheology,
compression testing, degree of cross-linking, In vitro degradation etc. Cell culture studies performed on
the chondrocyte encapsulated hydrogels. Proliferation and differentiation were the two main objectives
being taken care of.
Tethering the hydrogel with chondroitin sulphate increased the strength of the hydrogel which is evident
from the rheological experiments, degree of cross-linking and compression analysis. The hydrogels were
able to transport the nutrients with normal diffusion-driven kinetics. Hydrogels were able to remain intact
during the study and degradation was found to be <70% after 21 days of the experiment. Live/dead staining
assay demonstrated good viability proliferating after 21 days of 3D culture of chondrocytes. The
chondrogenic expression of chondrocytes increased with chondroitin sulphate tethering, which is found
by qPCR of collagen type II, Type I, Aggrecan & Sox9. Immunofluorescence and ECM specific staining
were supporting the qPCR data. Considering the physical characterisation results and chondrocyte culture
studies the hydrogel would be an efficient hydrogel for chondrocyte delivery.

Rapid One-Pot Colloidal Synthesis of Gold Semishells for Photothermal Therapy

Kritika Sood, Asifkhan Shanavas
Inorganic & Organic Nanomedicine Lab, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Sector-81, Knowledge City, Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar, Punjab, Pin - 140306

Abstract:
Anisotropic gold nanostructures have been in vogue for their unique optical properties like Localized
Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) and Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) which confer them
with additional benefits over gold nanoshells such as photothermal therapy, highly sensitive single
molecule detection and colorimetric sensing to name a few. However, their colloidal synthesis still
remains a challenge and requires careful precision & optimum reaction conditions for controlled growth.
We have developed a novel protocol for rapid one-pot synthesis of colloidal gold semishells using a
biocompatible metal organic framework (MOF) at ambient conditions along with a mild reducing agent.
The unique property of the MOF is its pH degradability which allows it to act as sacrificial template while
the simultaneous synthesis of colloidal gold semishells perpetuates. The gold semishells so formed exhibit
a strong LSPR in the NIR region thereby exhibiting good photothermal transduction efficiency and paving
way for their venture in solid tumor management. Moreover, Pegylated semishells have good
reconstitutability after lyophilisation thereby increased shelf life and stability. Preclinical toxicity data
showed encouraging results depicting good biocompatibility and negligible toxicity even with repeated
dosage.

Upconversion nanodevice assisted healthy molecular photocorrection
Kamaljit Kaur, Bandana Kumari Sahu 1and P.S.Vijayakumar1*
Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Habitat Centre, Phase- 10, Sector- 64, Mohali, Punjab –
160062, India.
Corresponding author email: - psvijayakumar@inst.ac.in
Abstract:
Mushrooms are rich in ergosterol, a precursor of ergocalciferol, which is a type of vitamin D. The
conversion of ergosterol to ergocalciferol takes place in the presence of UV radiation assisted by the
cleavage of “B-ring” in the ergosterol. Since the UV light has a limited penetration depth in the tissues
therefore in the presence of sunlight there is only minimal increase. Therefore, this study involves the use
of upconversion nanoparticles which has the ability to convert NIR into UV radiation. The NIR radiation
will penetrate deeply into the tissues which also excites upconversion nanoparticles leading to UV
emission followed by an enhanced conversion. The UCNPs were cast into a disk to use sunlight and emit
UV radiation for vitamin D conversion. Engineered UCNPs disk with maximum particles and limited
clusters demonstrates ~2.5 times enhanced vitamin D2 conversion.

Graphene composite for controlled pheromone delivery: a way to
sustainable agriculture
Kamaljit Kaur1 and P.S.Vijayakumar1*
1 Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Habitat Centre, Phase- 10, Sector- 64, Mohali, Punjab –
160062, India.
Corresponding author Email:-psvijayakumar@inst.ac.in
Abstract
Indiscriminate use of pesticide leads to irreparable damage to the ecosystem, which motivates for
sustainable alternative like pheromone assisted pest management. But green management technology
that uses a pheromone trap that has a short field life. To overcome this problem a nano-composite has
been developed. This technique will be beneficial to farmers as they have longer field efficacy to keep
the pest damage at low in an environmentally friendly manner.
Keywords:- sustainable; graphene oxide; pest management; Nano-Agri;

CD 123 targeted aptamer-conjugated EzH2 siRNA nanotherapy for epigenetic regulation of MLL-AF9 fusion
oncoprotein rearranged AML
Mahendran J1, Avinash Chandra Kushwaha1 , Subhasree Roy Choudhury1
1

Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Knowledge City, Sector-81, SAS Nagar, Mohali140306, Punjab, India

Abstract:
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is highly heterogeneous and aggressive hematopoietic malignancies
which affect the cells originated from the myeloid lineage. These transformed cells have halted
differentiation and immature growth pattern. The chromosomal translocation, t (9;21) generate the MLL
fusion oncogene, MLL-AF9 which is the most common chromosomal abnormalities in AML
pathogenesis. The PRC2 methylates histone H3 at lysine 27 position through its EZH2 subunit.
Dysregulation of EzH2 is involved in AML, making the EzH2 an important target of AML therapy.
In addition, CD123 is a surface biomarker of AML and ZW25 aptamer can efficiently target it. Moreover,
the small interfering RNA (siRNA) is a promising approach for AML treatment as the siRNA can be
designed to specifically target gene. However, naked siRNA can be degraded due to the presence of RNase
and serum components, hence, limited RNA interference (RNAi) activity. EzH2 siRNA degrade the EzH2
mRNA and further, hinder the Polycomb signalling. So, we have synthesized ZW25 aptamer conjugated
CD 123 targeted human serum albumin (HSA) nanocarrier mediated EzH2 siRNA delivery to inhibit
MLL-AF9 fusion oncoprotein rearranged AML.
The EzH2 siRNA and ZW25 aptamer were incubated with PEI and this complex was coated over HSA
nanoparticles to fabricate the si-EzH2@NPs@ZW25. The size of the nano formulation increased from
126.5nm for HSANP@PEI to 174.9nm for si-EzH2@NPs@ZW25. The gel retardation study has shown
the successful encapsulation of EzH2 siRNA and ZW25 aptamer. The encapsulation efficiency of siRNA
was found to be 96.46%. The HSANPs@PEI provided protection to siRNA from the serum components
and RNase A. In addition, the Green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged MLL-AF9 expressing cells were
sorted. Cellular uptake of si-EzH2@NPs@ZW25 was significantly higher (49.1%) in contrast with siEzH2@NPs (19.1%). The cellular viability assay demonstrated a dose dependent killing of MLL-AF9
cells wherein the EzH2@NPs@ZW25 was found to be more efficient for the same compared to other
groups. These nanoformulations were able to alleviate EZH2 overexpression and inhibited epigenetic
signaling to retard AML.
In addition, the MLL-AF9 cells were used to develop the AML xenograft and treated with EzH2 siRNA
and EzH2@NPs@ZW25. Post-necropsy, splenomegaly was reduced, c-Kit+GFP+ population were
diminished and differentiation markers, CD11b and Gr-1 population were increased in bone marrow and
peripheral blood, in the EzH2@NPs@ZW25 treated groups. Also, CD123 expression was decreased in
the EzH2@NPs@ZW25 treated groups. The immunophenotyping was checked under the C-Myb
knockdown bone marrow cells and reduced EzH2, C-Myb expression and c-Kit+GFP+ population were
observed with an increased differentiation marker, CD11b and Gr-1 population suggesting present
nanotherapy inhibiting an interaction of transcription factor c-Myb with EzH2 resulting advanced AML
therapy by epigenetic gene silencing in MLL-AF9 fusion oncoprotein rearranged AML models.

New generation nanotheranostic agents against Alzheimer disease
Manju Sharma and Jiban Jyoti Panda *
Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector 81, Mohali, Punjab, 140306, India.

Abstract:
The aggregation of neurotoxic amyloid-β (Aβ) polypeptides into aberrant extracellular senile plaques is
the major neuropathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Inhibiting aggregation of these
peptides to control the progression of this deadly disease, can serve as a viable therapeutic option. To date,
various anti-AD drugs targeting in situ Aβ processing and subsequent aggregation have not gained much
success due to their physicochemical nature, limited ability to pass across the blood−brain barrier (BBB),
and low bioavailability in the central nervous system (CNS). Thus, there is an unmet need to unearth
viable approaches capable of aiding the transport of potent anti-AD therapeutic molecules across the BBB
to treat and reduce the AD-associated features and morbidity. Chasing this aim, we have tried to develop
multimodal fluorescent theranostic dopamine− tryptophan nanocomposites (DTNPs) and self-fluorescent
lone tryptophan nanoparticles (TNPs) by a simple hydrothermal reaction. Both nanostructures can
potentially cross the Blood-brain barrier (BBB) via LAT1 transporters and serve as simultaneous amyloid
inhibitors and aggregate detecting agents under one roof. Moreover, we have also tried to use the FF
dipeptide as a reductionist model for establishing Aβ polypeptide aggregation, as opposed to large
peptide/protein-derived robust and high-molecular-weight amyloid aggregation models of Alzheimer’s
disease, our dipeptide-based amyloid model provides an edge over others in terms of the ease of handling,
synthesis, and cost-effectiveness. Our results have demonstrated positive anti-aggregation behavior of the
DTNPs and TNPs toward both FF-derived amyloid fibrils and preformed Aβ-peptide fibers. We have
further tried to decipher the ability of both DTNPs and TNPs as neuroprotective agents under cellular
conditions (neural cells) and in ICV STZ injection induced amyloid animal models. Overall, these studies
clearly illustrate that the DTNPs and solo TNPs can serve as promising nanotheranostic agents for AD
treatment.

Neurotherapeutic nanocomposite endows epigenetic regulation mediated Parkinsons disease
prevention
Mohammed Nadim Sardoiwala1, Soni Jignesh Mohanbhai1, Subhasree Roy Choudhury1*
1
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Abstract:
Posttranslational modification of alpha-Synuclein (α-Syn), mitochondrial dysfunction and loss of
dopaminergic neurons are hallmarks of Parkinson’s disease (PD). The α-synucleinopathy is attributed to
phosphorylation and aggregation of α-Syn. A strategy to alleviate pathogenesis of phosphoryted protein
paves the way to develop PD therapy. Hence, nanoformulations of emerging neuroprotective agents,
protein phosphatase PP2A activator FTY720 and isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH2) activator Hytrin have
been evaluated in vitro and ex vivo experimental PD models. Limited bioavailability and rapid absorption
of these hydrophobic neuroprotectants compromises their neurotherapeutic potential. Hence, nature
inspired bio-compatible chitosan nanocarrier for FTY720 delivery and polydopamine-serotonin hybrid
nanocarrier for Hytrin have been employed to endow delivery, brain targeting and bio-availability of the
drug. Nanoformulations have shown effective neuroprotection with improved drug release profiles. The
neuroprotective potential was arbitrated by downregulation of phosphor-serine129 (pSer129) α-Syn and
restoration of cellular viability with mitochondrial membrane potential. In neuroprotective mechanism,
FTY720 nanocomposites uncovered physical interaction between protein phosphatase PP2A and
epigenetic regulator EZH2 to mediate ubiquitination/degradation of agglomerated pSer129 α-Syn. In
exploration of Hytrin nanohybrid neuroprotective mechanism, the physical interaction of IDH2 with
pSer129 α-Syn and its camouflaged role in reduction of synucleinopathy has been revealed. Thus, this
study divulges the enhanced neuroprotective role of FTY720 nanocomposites and Hytrin nanohybrids by
reversing the neurochemical deficits by confirming an epigenetic and ubiquitination mediated
nanotherapeutic approaches for the PD treatment.

4-oxo-4-HPR encapsulated acetylated-HSA nanoparticles in nanotherapeutic intervention of Neuroblastoma
Boddu Mrunalini, Atul Dev, Mohammed Nadim Sardoiwala, Avinash Chandra Kushwaha,
Babita Kaundal, Surajit Karmakar*
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Knowledge City, SAS Nagar,
Punjab, 140306, India
Abstract:
Neuroblastoma being the third most common pediatric extracranial solid tumor, accounts for 15% of all
childhood cancer deaths. Conventional therapeutic modalities have shown inefficiency and patients with
refractory, relapsed disease. Thus, there is a need for development of new therapeutic strategies. The
current research highlights potent anti-cancer efficiency of 4-oxo-N-(4- hydroxyphenyl) retinamide (4oxo-4-HPR), a metabolite of a synthetic retinoid N-(4-hydroxyphenyl) retinamide (4-HPR). However,
dose limited toxicity and low bioavailability of 4-oxo-4-HPR restricts its therapeutic potentials. Therefore,
an emerging nanotherapeutic approach has been implicated to develop effective cancer treatment by
overcoming the existing limitation of drug. 4-oxo-4-HPR loaded acetylated human serum albumin (HSA)
nanoparticles have shown effective apoptotic effect by improving drug release profile and better cytotoxic
effect on neuroblastoma cell, SH-SY5Y. The anti-cancer mechanism of our Nanoformulation attributed
to downregulated JNK and Bcl-2, the anti-apoptotic markers. Thus, results of the study demonstrate a
newer type of acetyl group functionalized HSA nanoparticle mediated 4-oxo-4-HPR delivery system in
development of neuroblastoma therapy.

Inorganic and Organic nanohybrids for photo-chemotherapy

Navneet Kaur, Asifkhan Shanavas
Inorganic & Organic Nanomedicine Lab, Institute of Nano Science and Technology,
Sector-81, Knowledge City, Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar, Punjab, Pin - 140306

Abstract:
We have explored the efficacy of plasmonic nanoshell and IR820 dye based nanoparticles as photothermal
agents in combination with Lapatinib (LAPA), a chemotherapeutic drug. Both these nanomaterials are
prepared via nanoprecipitation with glycol chitosan as a stabilizer. The NIR absorbing LAPA loaded
porous nanoshells and IR820/LAPA co-loaded nanoparticles exhibited temperature rise of up to 51 oC and
62 oC respectively within 4minutes and 2minutes of laser irradiation. Further, the photo-chemotherapy
effect was evaluated against breast cancer cells. FACS and confocal microscopy analysis of cells treated
with combined therapy demonstrated enhanced apoptosis associated with significant distortion of the cell
membrane and nuclear fragmentation. We envisage that these nanohybrids could potentially be used as
‘Two in One’ combinatorial regimens for cancer management.

Bioinspired peptide hydrogels for controlling cellular behavior
Pooja Sharma, Harsimran Kaur, Sangita Roy*
Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector 81, Knowledge city, Mohali,
Punjab-140306, India
*
Email id: sangita@inst.ac.in

Abstract:
Self-assembly of biomolecules to form hierarchical supramolecular ordered structures is emerging as a
promising area for fabrication of highly functional smart biomaterials. Peptide-based self-assembled
structures i.e. molecular hydrogels have gained tremendous interest in this field owing to their unique
physicochemical properties emergent at nanoscale, which can find important biomedical applications.
Owing to the inherent biocompatibility exhibited by peptides, we are exploring their potential for
development of cell-instructive scaffolds. Neural tissue is a complex structure having restricted ability to
regenerate after injury. In this context, cell transplantation holds a great potential in acting as a therapy
for the regeneration of the injured or diseased neural tissue. However, due to lack of a proper
microenvironment in a damaged tissue, maintaining a suitable number of transplanted cells along with
their regenerative potential is very challenging. In this direction, we have explored the potential of
Tenascin-C derived short peptide in controlling the neural cell behavior. Tenascin C is an important
component of neural ECM, which is mainly expressed during injury as well as tissue remodeling. We tried
to explore the potential of this peptide sequence as a minimalistic building block for development of neural
scaffold. Octapeptide sequence and its acetylated counterpart were synthesized and their self-assembling
characteristics were studied. Interestingly, both peptides undergo hydrogelation in aqueous conditions at
physiological pH. They self-assembled to form cross-β sheet like structures in water as confirmed by CD
and FTIR spectroscopy. Furthermore, peptide nanostructures exhibited biocompatibility towards various
cell lines and the hydrogel scaffolds supported neural cell growth and proliferation. Hence, tenascin C
based biomaterial may hold the potential to be explored as conducive matrix for encapsulating and
delivering cells for advance neural tissue engineering. Furthermore, we are also exploring the co-assembly
of various plant and animal derived biopolymers with peptides as an emergent strategy to fabricate
advanced bioactive nanomaterials. This approach is expected to be helpful in overcoming the
shortcomings of individual component and could present the beneficial features of each to the cells for
successful tissue engineering.

Apoptosis induction and cell cycle arrest capacity of Allium przewalskianum: wild garlic plant of Ladakh
Priyanka Dalal and Deepika Sharma*
Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Knowledge City, Sector 81, Mohali, Punjab-140308, India

Abstract:
Allium przewalskianum is a widely distributed plant in the Himalayan range used for medicinal purposes
in the Ladakh region. The sulfur compounds in the plant help in reducing blood pressure, improve the
circulatory system and acts as a tonic to the digestive tract. Studies show the presence of sulfur-containing
amino acids in most members of the Alliaceae family is usually responsible for the bioactivities. Different
extracts of A. przewalskianum prepared by soxhlet extraction for their antiproliferative activity and cell
cycle analysis against different cancer cell lines. Ethanolic extract showed the best antiproliferative
activity against the selected lung, colon, and glioma cell lines. The chloroform fraction of the ethanolic
extract of A. przewalskianum has organosulfur which acts as key component to induce the cell cycle arrest
in the S phase of the cell cycle. This leads to further extensive work in the downstream processing of the
bioactive of choice to enhance the chemotherapeutic potential of A. przewalskianum.

Lipid-based nanostructured lipid carrier mediated delivery of celecoxib attenuate severity of
experimental colitis
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Abstract:

Ulcerative colitis is a chronic mucosal inflammatory disease that mainly affects the innermost layer of colon
and rectum. Celecoxib is non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug which is prescribed for the management of
pain and other inflammatory disorders. The physicochemical properties of celecoxib limit its clinical potency.
To overcome these problems, we developed nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs) using US-FDA approved
materials for encapsulating celecoxib. In this study evaluation of the efficacy of eudragit-S100-coated
celecoxib-loaded NLCs against DSS-induced colitis in mice has been performed. NLCs were formulated by
hot-melt method and possessed the average particle size of 250.90 nm and entrapment efficiency (%) was
59.89%. Furthermore, TEM, SEM and AFM were used to confirm the size, shape and morphology of NLCs.
Cytocompatibility of the blank NLCs was performed against hTERT-BJ cells upto a dose of 200 μg/ml.
Treatment with celecoxib-loaded NLCs alleviated severity of colitis as proved by colon length, fecal occult
blood test, disease activity index and histopathological analysis. Moreover, treatment with celecoxib-loaded
NLCs restored sulfomucin in colon and reduced disintegration of goblets cells. Celecoxib-nanoformulation
significantly reduced colonic inflammation as confirmed by decreased immunohistochemical expression of
iNOS and COX-2. The observations of study suggest that lipid-based colon specific delivery of celecoxib
may be used for management of colitis.

Epigenetic intervention and nano-siRNA approach to alleviate Parkinsonism
Shiwangi Gupta, Mohammed Nadim Sardoiwala, Avinash Chandra Kushwaha, Surajit
Karmakar*
Institute of Nanoscience and technology, SAS Nagar, Punjab-140306, India

Abstract:
The motor dysfunction arises due to the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta
and α-synuclein aggregation are the pathological hallmark of Parkinson’s disease (PD). There are several
environmental and genetic factors involved in the progression and pathogenesis of PD. Indeed, the role of
epigenetic regulator EZH2 and protein kinase 3PK has been highlighted in the synucleinopathy associated
PD management. The strategy to alleviate synucleinopathy paves the way to develop PD therapy.
Therefore, we have employed melatonin and chitosan mediated 3PK siRNA delivery systems in the
development of PD treatment. Melatonin is a neurohormone released by the pineal gland having regulatory
effect on EZH2 expression. It restores EZH2 level by reversing the neuronal deficits caused by
neurotoxins. Similarly, PKC delta induction leads to PD pathogenesis and its inhibition is required for PD
alleviation. Indeed, melatonin has also played a role in regulation of PKC kinase family. However, it is
not well understood. The downregulation of PKC delta and restoration of EZH2 arbitrates the
neuroprotective caliber of melatonin. Further, the exploration of the signaling between these therapeutic
targets that has been regulated by melatonin provides insight into the molecular mechanism. We also
aimed to conduct gene silencing of 3PK, a stress induced kinase responsible for PD progression through
developing brain targeted nano mediated siRNA delivery systems. The effective transfection efficiency
and silencing of 3PK confirms the neuroprotective potential of our nano-siRNA delivery system. Thus,
the results of both strategies divulge the efficient brain targeting and potent neuroprotective efficiency of
our therapeutic approaches.

Enhanced Catalysis by Recruiting Protein Capped Nanoclusters in a Liquid Phase

Silky Bedi, Gaurav Kumar, Sharmistha Sinha
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of nano Science and Technology, Sector-81, Knowledge City,
Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar, Punjab, Pin – 140306.
Abstract:
Molecular confinement presumes to increase the enzyme kinetics by increasing the local concentration of
enzyme and substrate within a confined space. In a similar way, efficiency of nanoparticle catalysis could
be amplified by confining them in a liquid-condensate form. Herein, we explored the confinement of
protein capped gold nanoclusters in a liquid phase condensate by altering the microenvironment of the
solution. We observed that change in ionic strength with the use of inorganic salts and presence of
appropriate crowding agent, results in the recruitment of the protein nanocomposite in a liquid droplet
form. Further, the role of this dynamic protein nanocomposite in amplifying the catalytic efficiency has
been explored by performing the standard catalytic oxidation-reduction reactions. We measured that the
close-proximity yet diffusive nature of catalysts in solution amplifies the homogeneous catalyticefficiency of metal particles significantly.

Bacterial microcompartment shell proteins based organic-inorganic hybrid nanomaterial catalysts
Simerpreet Kaur, Harpreet Kaur, Naimat Kalim Bari, Sharmistha Sinha
Chemical Biology Unit, Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector-81, Knowledge City, SAS
Nagar, Mohali, Punjab.

Abstract:
Proteins offer the most sophisticated templates for developing unique bio-hybrid nanomaterials. Their
elegant architecture and morphology when combined with inorganic nanoparticle counterparts yields
potentially new functional hybrid materials with diverse properties. Proteins can be made synthetically to
self-assemble to be used as scaffolds for such applications. Bacterial microcompartment shell proteins,
however, have a natural tendency to self- assemble into 2D sheets which makes them very attractive as
scaffolds for development of bio-hybrid catalysts. Hence, the two major shell proteins PduA and Pdu BB’
of Pdu BMC from Salmonella enterica were explored to study the effect of supramolecular organic
assemblies and to develop biomimetic catalysts. We explored PduA shell protein and its single point
mutant PduA[K26A] with different supramolecular architecture, self-assembling in 2D and 3D
respectively, for synthesis and fabrication of gold nanoparticles. Our results demonstrate that hierarchical
architecture of protein scaffold has a vital impact on synthesis and properties of fabricated gold
nanoparticles. The different architecture template yielded nanoparticles with different size and
interestingly two-fold increase in catalytic activity and six-fold higher affinity towards TMB substrate as
a measure of higher peroxidase biomimetic activity in 3D scaffold. Secondly, we used another major sheet
forming PduBB’ shell protein to develop floral nanohybrids with biomimetic catalytic activity and
compared with a globular protein derived hybrid nanoflowers where the effect of different protein
morphology on derived nanohybrids was observed with a two-fold increase in biomimetic catalytic
efficiency.

Shape Tunable Hierarchical Nanostructures Towards Anti-Cancer Drug Delivery
Sonika Chibh and Jiban Jyoti Panda*
Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector 81, Mohali, Punjab, 140306, India.

Abstract:
Many advantages of self-assembled amino-acid/peptide-based nanostructures such as cellular
permeability high biocompatibility and low immunogenicity, make them favorable candidates as biomaterials at the nano- or macroscale platforms. These nanostructures can easily mimic the functional and
structural diversity of complex molecules to artificial soft matter. Flourishing since years, self-assembly
driven nanostructures are rationally designed with great potential as diagnostic or therapeutic delivery
vehicles. Various studies have demonstrated that slight change in the morphology, size and surface charge
of the nanostructures greatly impact the extent and rate of their cellular internalization efficiency.
However, precisely controlling the structural morphology of these nanostructures using different
parameters continues to be a key challenge. For this aim, we have tried to develop morphologically
controlled single amino-acid based bowl-shaped nanostructures using microfluidic based platform as
stimuli responsive therapeutic delivery vehicle in anti-cancer therapy. We had also explored dipeptidebased pH and redox responsive nanoparticles in anti-cancer therapy. Moreover, we also tried to explore
the cellular internalization behavior of morphologically different multi-stimuli responsive 1D and 2D
nanostructures originated from a single peptide molecule. Overall, these studies provide initial cues to
prepare environment responsive shape shifting peptide-nano assemblies. These studies also provide
unique opportunities for undermining specific design criteria to control cellular fate and internalization
efficiency of the nanostructures.

Different shape tunable
nanostructures as drug delivery
vehicles

Colon targeted chitosan nanoparticle enhances therapeutic potential of melatonin to alleviate Inflammatory
Bowel Disease in pre-clinical model
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Abstract:
Inflammatory Bowel (IBD) is an umbrella term which includes Crohn’s Disease (CD) and Ulcerative
Colitis. Pathological hallmark features are different for both the diseases, crohn like structures are formed
in earlier cases throughout gastrointestinal tract whereas in the later condition which is characterized by
ulceration in colon region only. Oral administration of drug is highly desirable for the therapeutic approach
in alleviating these pathological conditions. However targeting therapeutic agents to distal part of
gastrointestinal tract for treating the pathological condition becomes challenging due to various
physiological conditions, biochemical barriers and environmental barriers associated with mucus and
other substances. So, to overcome these challenges we have designed a colon targeted chitosan
nanoparticle which could efficiently deliver Melatonin, a potent anti-inflammatory agent to the targeted
site and improve its therapeutic potential that is compromised due to various physiological barriers. We
have coated chitosan nanoparticles using Eudragit-S-100, a polymer that is approved by FDA and is
widely applied for colon targeted drug delivery systems. Here, we have assessed various pathological
parameters to assess the anti-inflammatory activity in an in-vitro and in-vivo models of Ulcerative colitis.
We have found promising results in an in-vivo model of Ulcerative colitis in mice that can be extrapolated
to clinical studies.

Designing cellulose based functional materials for green energy related technology and
biotechnological application
Sourav Sen, Kamalakannan Kailasam*, Sangita Roy*
Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Sector-81, Manauli,
Mohali, Punjab-140306, India
Abstract:
In recent years, due to high energy consumption in the building sector and subsequent environmental
issue, environment-friendly and cost-effective thermally insulating materials are on high demand to
improve the energy efficiency of the buildings. Current commercially available thermal insulating material
(polystyrene) always put a challenge due to their fragile nature, non-biodegradability and poor insulating
performance. To this end, biomass derived aerogels are receiving more interest as renewable and
sustainable insulating materials. In this work, we have developed a facile strategy of synthesizing nanofiber cellulose from biomass derived wood pulp as a cost-effective starting material by TEMPO-oxidation
and incorporated iron oxide nanoparticles to synthesize nanohybrid. Interestingly, in these nanohybrids,
the functional attributes like mechanical strength and flammability were improved to a greater extent,
which overcomes the limitations of the commercially available thermal insulating materials in terms of
their stability and durability. Most importantly, the nanohybrid demonstrated very low thermal
conductivity as low as 0.024 W/mK, indicating better insulating potential of these nanohybrids as
compared to other conventional insulating materials. Furthermore, the in-situ fabrication potential of these
natural polymer will be highlighted towards synthesizing cellulose metal nanoparticles hybrids, which can
be further explored for photocatalysis, water purification as well as photodynamic therapy for cancer
treatment.

Self-Assembled And Blood-Brain Barrier Permeabilizing Amino Acid/Peptide-Metal Hybrid Nanostructures As
Potent Anti-Glioma Phototheranostics
Taru Dube and Jiban Jyoti Panda
Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Sector 81, SAS Nagar-140306, Punjab, India

Abstract:
Gliomas are the utmost aggressive and lethal tumors. Regardless of various multimodal treatment
stratagems, glioma, especially glioblastoma carries an average survival of just 1-1.5 years due to its highly
infiltrating nature. The existence of various physiological barriers such as the blood-brain barrier (BBB),
further limits the therapeutic efficacy of various anti-glioma drugs. Further, monotherapy is not as
effective in cancer as theoretically anticipated. Nanotechnology has provided a solution by opening newer
avenues in terms of fabricating advanced and safer controlled drug delivery systems. As parallel efforts,
researchers are working on integrating therapeutic modalities with appropriate imaging agents to produce
new generation of theranostics to monitor the behavior of the nano-platforms in real time. Therefore,
adopting a multidisciplinary approach that can precisely and accurately target both BBB and the glioma,
is the need of the hour. The present work is focused on the development of self-assembled and BBB
permeabilizing amino acid/peptide-metal hybrid nanostructures as potent anti-glioma theranostics.
Exploiting minimalistic approach, we first demonstrated the self-assembly and nanoparticle forming
ability of varied aromatic amino acids. The self-assembled nanostructures were explored as carriers to
deliver a combination of anti-cancer therapeutics like DOX and an additional PDT and PTT enhancing
agent, indocyanine green (ICG) and investigated them as combined PTT/PDT and imaging agents. Herein,
new chimeric therapeutic peptide drugs were engineered and synthesized by linking BBB-glioma targeting
peptides and anti-glioma peptides together (G-Anti G and B-Anti G). Excellent BBB and glioma dual
targeting ability to self-assembled nanostructures was allocated by conjugating them with either G-Anti
G or B-Anti G. Further, we also fabricated precise anti-glioma phototheranostic agents, by generating
amino acid/peptide-gold hybrid nanostructures and investigated them as combined PTT/PDT and imaging
agents.

Effect of design of iron oxide nanoparticles on magnetic hyperthermia efficiency for cancer therapy
Ruby Gupta, Tashmeen Kaur and Deepika Sharma*
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Abstract:
Magnetic hyperthermia mediated by magnetic nanomaterials (MNPs) is one promising antitumoral
nanotherapy, particularly for its ability to remotely destroy deep tumors with minimal side-effects. Quest
to develop more potent and efficient nanomaterials with improved heat-generating capabilities and
effective combination with localized chemotherapy in the tumor microenvironment are underway. In this
study, we have engineered various morphological designs of the magnetic nanoparticles including
spherical, clusters, rods and cubes; to evaluate the effect of shape on tuning the properties of MNPs that
are relevant to many potential biomedical applications like drug delivery, cellular uptake and heat
generation. The morphostructural characteristics, size distributions, chemical composition, surface area
measurements and magnetic properties of the resulting hydrophilic nanoparticles were investigated by
electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Brunauer−Emmett−Teller
measurements and vibrating sample magnetometry. The MNPs were determined and compared for their
heat generating capabilities in the aqueous and cellular environment; and heat triggered drug release for
successful magneto-chemotherapy. Accomplishing the optimal rod shape MNPs with high magnetization,
higher hyperthermia output and sustained drug release profile, the mechanism of cell death was further
elucidated by investigation of oxidative stress-mediated apoptotic cell death pathway. These findings pave
a new pathway for the critical tuning of magnetic nanostructure designs for advanced thermotherapy of
neoplasms.

Reduced Graphene Oxide and Hydroxyapatite based nanocomposites with enhanced antimicrobial
properties for bone tissue engineering.
Vianni Chopra1, Jijo Thomas1, Anjana Sharma1, Dr Vineeta Panwar1, Dr Swati Kaushik1 and Dr Deepa
Ghosh1
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Abstract:
Bone tissue engineering requires the amalgamation of osteoinductive, osteoconductive and angiogenic
properties. The biocomposites available show a lacuna of the above-mentioned properties and thus fail to
show good osteointegration. In this study we report the in situ synthesis of reduced graphene oxide(rGO)
decorated with zinc doped hydroxyapatite. The nanocomposite was characterised and the presence of zinc
and rGO was confirmed using XRD, TEM, SEM and XPS. The composites were found to be
biocompatible as well as hemocompatabile. Its osteoinductive property was confirmed by its ability to
support mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) differentiation to osteogenic lineage using bone markers like
RUNX-2, ALP, COL1, BMP-2, OCN and OPN and Alizarin red. The composite showed angiogenic
properties on Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC). The addition of zinc and rGO to
hydroxyapatite incorporated superior and prolonged antimicrobial properties against S. aureus by release
of ROS species as seen by live-dead staining and prevention of biofilm formation, as seen in SEM images.
Additionally, unlike the existing technology of incorporating expensive growth factors and antimicrobial
drugs for inducing angiogenesis and antibiofilm properties in the scaffolds, the advantage of incorporating
zinc and rGO would prove to be more cost effective, have longer shelf life and perhaps have lower risk
compared to growth factors1, 2.

Designing Collagen Mimetic Ionic Complementary Peptide Hydrogels for Biomedical Applications
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Abstract:
The self-assembly of peptides and proteins into a well-ordered supramolecular structure is of great
importance in physiology and pathophysiology. In our work, we aim to develop the biomimetic functional
scaffold using self-assembling bioactive peptide sequences inspired from native extracellular matrix
protein. In particular we have rationally designed two collagen mimetic peptides with the oppositely
charged amino acids such as lysine and aspartic acid which can offer specific site for salt bridge
interactions to induce the self-assembly within these peptides. Such coulombic interactions further trigger
the formation of the self-assembled hydrogels at physiological pH. Very interestingly, a simple and facile
strategy was utilized to maximize this attractive interaction by simply mixing the two components and
switching the pH of the medium. From the spectroscopic and morphological studies, it was evident that
peptides tend to form beta sheets and random coils at the nanoscale owing to their differential selfassembly. Furthermore, since the extracellular matrix composed of both peptides and carbohydrates, it is
highly desirable to develop a conjugate matrix of peptides and sugars. Simple mixing of these bioactive
peptides in carbohydrate matrix is expected to create an advanced synthetic extracellular scaffold with
superior mechanical stability as well as biological properties. To this direction, we have explored the
conjugate matrix of bio-molecular hydrogel based on cellulose, attached non-covalently to the short
collagen mimetic peptides. Interestingly, these nanoporous structures within cellulose are of great
potential in tissue engineering and delivery matrices. Our current work is further focused on investigating
the cell interaction behaviour with these designed peptide scaffolds and cellulose hydrogels for their
applications in drug delivery, wound healing, and tissue engineering.

